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About This Game

From the minds of former LucasArts and BioWare employees comes the critically-acclaimed BEEP.
BEEP is a challenging platformer powered by an amazing physics engine. 5d3b920ae0
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I made a profit from selling trading cards I got from this game.. Simple, yet surprisingly good. PROS: Original Good music
Interesting physics CONS: Short Unfair (sometimes) Not so self explanatory as a platformer should be 8/10 Would jump in a
pit because I thought there was something there again.. If there is one word that I would use to describe this game, it would be
adorable. Everything about this game is adorable. The world design, the level selection, the characters, the hints, even the death
screen. Also, this game has the most satisfying mechanic of picking up your fallen enemies and doing as you please. Wheather
that be throwing them away or stacking them up to get to higher places, the gravity gun is one of the most genius things ever and
it works so smoothly. The platforms are super fun to jump onto and move around with the gravity gun and the world is just
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overall fun to move around despite being linear. There is so much detail in this game that dirt specs fly when you ride over
grass, but they aren't at all distracting. I love this game so much, and if you do not have it yet, get it. Now.. Good graphics, good
background music, cheap, simple, Hope steam will release achievements for this game in future.. BEEP is a very good game.
Set in a new system, somewhere far away, in a 2D land, there are BEEP ships, they have BEEP's on them. The ships create the
BEEP's and you control the BEEP's, trying to get all of the matter in each level, to unlock more levels. Pros- Good puzzle game
Good controls Easy to play Easy access and start menu Cons- 2D Unrealistic Some puzzles are too hard too solve Glitching. The
game is an okay, 2D exploration puzzle game- I give it 8.5/10. easy to play. Simple, colorful yeah may be too much simple but it
has a gravity gun! Give it a change
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